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Oulyoo Solar underground light Upgraded
10 LED Garden Pathway Outdoor
Waterproof in-Ground Lights, Disk Lights
(Cold White)
 2 reviews

OULYOO

$15.99

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

【Bright Solar Garden Lights】-- our solar lights outdoor consist of 10 LED
lights which means the illumination range and effect is bigger and brighter;
Made these outdoor garden lights could be easy to decorate and add a
delightful glow to your driveway, pathway, sidewalk and other areas of your
lawn, yard, patio, garden or �ower beds;
【High Level of Waterproof】-- IPX65 waterproof grade, built in external
waterproof switch, instead of pinhole switch; Advanced lighting override
material with stainless steel lamp shell, suitable for outdoor use, no worries
about rain, snow, frost, or sleet;
【Turning On / Off】-- Auto on at night and Auto off at sunrise, the built-in
sensitive light sensor detects light correctly, the solar light will
automatically turn on as soon as the lights go; Auto switches off when it
gets light. (Please make sure to "turn on" the switch before use)
【Easy To Install& Durable Design】-- Each light has two spikes, Turn on the
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switch under the cap and push the spikes into the soil, stone or bricks with
the spikes, you can also put it on the deck or stairs without spikes. The disk
lights are even strong to withstands inclement weather and 100KG standing
body; High quality PC Lamp shade with high light transmission rate, makes
the disk light output effects are more textured;
【Customer Service】- If you're unsatis�ed with this item for any
reason,Please contect our for help, we'll immediately help you solve the
problem within 24 hours.
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Detwiler

Great value and quality
These lights are amazing. I love how easy they were to out together and
how they are �at in the ground. They are very bright and work well
compared to other lights I have bought. I like that you get eight in a pack.
They look great along a walkway or along your deck.

D
09/30/2020

 
Nicole

Absolutely Love!
I absolutely love these lights! I previously purchased other solar disks
that I thought were great, but after receiving these lights they are my
favorite. They light up my entire walkway! They are super easy to install.
All you do is put the stakes together and put them on the disk and click
the on button and they are ready.

N
09/30/2020
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